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PRICE 35 PAISE

that will piease the Centre. One is tempted to exclaim: 0 my prophetic soul! Ajoyda' again I But there can be no doubt about the nature
of the poll verdict. What New Delhi thought would be a vote of
no confidence in West Bengal's United Fron~ has emerged as a massive vote
of no confidence in New Delhi itself. The holy cajolings by retays of
Central leaders hav; been treated with contempt;
last-ditch efforts
by tycoon-owned newspapers to demoralise the electorate have had no
effect whatsoever. West Bengal has refused to flow into the cesspool of
immorality whkh is New Delhi's natural habitat. _
If New Delhi is- stil11eft with <?ne.or two antenna~f it should listen t~
the verdict of West Bengal; this may be its last chance. The people were
beyond intimidation, they stood their ground altogether unruffled. The percentage of poll was much highe~ than in 1967 : poor men and womenl.~ndless labourers, small peasants, factory workers, artisans, clerks, school
and college teachers, housewives-trooped
in to vote against the Congress,
against the Government at the Centre, against the Ghoshes and Kabirs. There
IYas no prior consultation amongst these silent mi1lions ; they were nonethel~ss united in the way they cast their votes: 'they were for what they
consider decency and against skulduggery, for honesty as against thievery,
fOI' change as against sterile stability.
If a holocaust is to be avoided, this verdict has to be respected, as much
by New Delhi as by the leadership of the United Front: Mrs IQ.dira Gandl}i
and her colleagues have been put on notice : unles~ they want the country's
rapid disintegration, they must cool their ardour to sabotage the will of this
State's .electorate. The peop.le have told New Delhi that t~ey have not
~orgiv~n it for its nefarious doings during 1.967 and 1968; they will not
forge~ either. In a feder1;l1structure, even within the limits of the existing
. Con§!itutio~, each State has the right to chart out a course of independent
d.evelop'ment if it has the guts to do so. The Centre might not like su~b
a course, but, in case it wants the polity to survive, it has to lump it. The
class interests fond and dear to the Centre might suffer as a result, but either
you- play the ga~e of . lP'arIia,mentaryqemocracy' according to its rules, or
you niak~ up your mind to confront' the :masses acr~ss the barricade. If -
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went home. The leaders also went
the Centre is spoiling for a fight, the in 1967 will bear witness, these do
home and sle,pt in peace. Leave aside .
matter,
progress
can
be
hampered
by
people of. West Bengal have informed
Mr Humayun Kabir whose thick eyeit last Sunday, without ambiguity and a reactionary crowd of bureaucracy
glasses magnify a crowd of 200 into
with thrust, that it can have the fight and the !police. During the very first
20,000, even a shrewd man witli
any time it chooses to have it. If the week in office, the United Front must
dark glasses was fooled. Professional
remove
the,
well-known
bad
ones
from
country breaks up in the procesS', that
psephologists whose learned forecasts
amongst
the
police
and
the
adminiswould only be the wages the Congress
are said to. cost Rs. 2000 a piece, did
tration;
that
would
instil
a
fear
'of
will have to pay for its folly and greed.
not
learn from their prophetic mistakes
But the masses in West Bengal have god 'amongst the rest, ensuring obediof
1967
and kept the Congress multialso had a warning to transmit to the ence and compliance from the' very
plier
ticking
ahead. People who exIn all these matters, the
United Front. Addressing mass ral- beginning.
ploit
caste
and
religion in the name of
Front's
1967
record
was
abysmal.
If
lies on the Maidan will scarcely be
national
integration
set up parties to
it
cannot
do
better
this
time,
the
fire
enough. The masses hffVeenjoined the
Front to be strong, and to be next .time will consume the Marxists as cash in on the sentiments of the mino-.
rities. The UF leaders were on the
vigorously radical. If there is going much the rest.
had to -.
Sifting the thirty-two points in its defensive aU the time--they
to be a confrontation against the
be
in
view
of
their
peformance
while
planks,
the
Front
has
to
work
out
a
Centre, this confrontation will have to
in
office--and
the
apologetic
tone
of
time-table
for
action,
separating
those
be total and therefore must be ably
led. But there are henchmen here who programmes which are achievable their speeches, as reported in the Press,
will try to enforce a wrong choice of within a period of, say, three months did not beget confidence. So, bragmen who will be put in charge of the from those which could be achieved garts, l;lacked by astrologers, had a
United Front ,Government and also in a year or .thereabouts, and from field day, claiming the chief ministerwrong policies. It would be hypo- those which would take a longer time- ship and what not and collecting cash
crisy not to admit the fact that span. But work has to be initiated from moneybags. _ Pressmen, nOw
while choosing the United Front, in on all the programmes all along the grown lyrical about UP leaders, sang
the absence of another alternative, the line. For a beginning, the Front their funeral dirges for weeks on end.
But, strangely, public memory was .people also simultaneously expressed could do no better than initiate the
not
short this time. The memoJ;ies of
process
of
implementing,
within
the
.massive confidence in the leadership
the
days
since the defections of 1967,
'first
couple
of
weeks,
its
promises
on
to be provided by the main constituent
of the Front, mainly the Communist education, food and distribution. of of the wave of retrenchment, lock-out,
Party (Marxist). Subjective predilec- land amongst the small peasants and and lay-off, of the vindactive action
tions and prejudices must not be agricultural workers. And certainly against Central Government emplopermitted to thwart the consummation the people would want that all political yees, of deprivation of land by the
of this intent of the people. Besides, prisoners, including those framed on jotedars in collusion -with the police,
in picking individuals for the key de- so-called criminal charges, be released of high prices, somehow !persisted.
As the months passed, the people
partments, the accent must be on forthwith whatever the conditions laid
made
up their minds. Was their
the present
structure.
ability, quickness of mind and proven down by
silent
decision
reinforced at the last
have voted
for· an
vigour in the face of bureaucratic The people
moment
by
Mrs
Indira Gandhi when
ideology
;
let
no
one
dare
to
tamperobstruction. Let there be no crowding
she
called
them
to
vote for stability ~
or
even
delay-with
the
task
of
tranby nincompoop fuddy-duddys; no repetition of the t 967 blunder of slating thaCideology into reality. In Was it to oblige the handsome Prime
installing a P. C. Ghosh ; no surrender case they do, the people will ap.swer Minister that they decided to give West
to the pressures of tupenny worth once more, and that will be a painful Bengal a stable Government, at least
in size, in the hope that there would
.
splinter .groups. Recalcitrants, after retribution.
be no design for another October
all, will have nowhere to go ; Februc~up or a successful November takeary 9's poll will have told them that,
over by clowns ?
.
.one deceitful step, and the people's
The
UF.
regime
was
blamed
for
the
wrath will catch, Uipl With them.
inconvenience of gheraos
Cities and
Finally in regard to policies. The'
,nrst policy will be to choose the proSpeculation is rife in New Delhi forcible seizure of crops by peasants
.,per instruments to implement the about the :"mysterious circumstances" in parts of the countryside. That the
principles of.policy. There is still quite in which the Congress majority was workers and peasants have voted for
quantum of residual belief among lost in. West Bengal. Indeed,' the the UF in massive numbers, unswayed (~the leadership of the United Front voters seem tQ have been involved in by cash, caste ~nd religion" shows
ih,at bureaucrats are slaves to carry a conspiracy .. They' flocked in ~arge that they are ready for more than a
'aut ordefs and theref~re their personal numbers ~<? ,Congress meetings, listen- minimum programme. Would it be
'views arid attitudes do not matter .. cd to spee'ch~s about the danger of taxing the imagination overmuch to the.
As the experience of the nine mo~ths' a~~r~h~ ,a_ri~, n?~ding. their -' h~ads, presume that happepingsa~r()ss.
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border in East Pakistan added more
resolve and secularity to the decision of the voters here? Did they
think that if the 'stable' Ayub regime
could be shaken to its foundations,
something similar could be effected,
at least in a part of India? Maybe
they have yet to learn the ultimate
futility of the ballot box. Perhaps
they will take time to realise that
making climactic changes
is
not
like going to a marriage
part
or making speeches in an air-conditioned Assembly or running a weekly.
However, they have given the UF a
massive manda'te for change. Some
people think that their con'fidence iIi
the UF as an instrument of change
is misplaced, that they are utterly
foolish in their expectations. But no
political party worth the name can
afford to be so snooty about people,
particulaFly when it has been unable
to spell out an alternative programme
in convincing terms bef9re them.
Left politicians eXiPlain the world in
various ways; the task is to translate
the shastri~ jargon into everyday
speech and strategy into tactics.
The Congress has ceased to be a
force itt the legislature, but the enemy
at bay has formidable friends in the
circles whose creature it is. One cannot fight them-and
for that matter
the "neo-revisionists" -by routine incantation of curses in which the Conggress is hardly mentioned.

Ri ding The Tiger Cub
A correspondent writes:
In Mr Dange's city, the first generation worldng class was arevolutionary
force. Now, the city's fourth generation working class has blossomed into
the advance contigent of Mr Bal
Thackerey's Shiv Sena. It should
therefore hardly surprise anyone if
some people in Maharashtra see in
the Shiv Sena rampage elements of
class struggle truly becoming of the
vanguard of India's -revolution which
Lenin hailed long ago. The cause the
Shiv Sena is' fighting at the moment
could
not
be exceptionable to
those who had a role in buildFEBRUARY
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ing
the
Sampurna
Maharashtra
Samiti and its campaign to reckaw the
boundaries of Shivaji's country. No
wonder the right communist (and even
Samyukta Socialist) indignation was
not at the Shiv Sena's violence against
the non-Maharashtrians
but against
the
police excesses
in handling
the agitation. The Praja Socialist
Party's links w~th the Shiv Sena surfaced in the form of an election alliance in the Bombay civic polls whil~
the Swatantra Party's financial support
to the storm-trooper brigade is ill-concealed.
.
But intriguingly those In power in
New Delhi seem to hold exactly the
same view as Mr Bal Thackerey's patrons have on tbe Shiv Sena. Though
Mr Chavan has denounced the organisation's violent activity in .public, in
private he is known to hold the vi'ew
that what haa->penedin Bombay was
the handiwork of "anti-social elements" and "hooligans" and not of
the Shiv Sena. The attitude of certain leaders at the Centre and in the
Maharashtra Government has been
rationalised to the point of endorsing
the broad· objectives of the Shiv'Sena
while deploring only the use of violence to achieve them.
And to cap it all, the Shiv Sena
supremo thinks that if the Bombay
police had not broken the gentlemen's
agreement it had entered with him,
the incidents connected with Mr
Morarji Desai'·s arrival in Bombay
(which touched off a four-day nightmare) could have been avoided."'rhere
,must have been many such agreements
between the Bombay police and the
Shiv Sena (perhaps including one to
permit police constables to handle distribution of the journal Marmick) but
this one went awry because of some
mishap somewhere.
The Bombay
police, having struck the deal with
Mr Bal Thackerey to let the Shiv Sena
,hold a token demonstration against
Mr Desai (the ground rules having
been duly agreed upon), could not
have thought of going back on it intentio1'1ally. So it would seem nobody
in partiCular could be blamed for the
orgy of violence in Bombay because
Mr Chavan is more than satisfied with
the State Government's handling of

the situation. And possibly, the agitation itself was called off following
another gentlemen's agreement between the Maharashtra Government
and Mr Thackerey when things became too hot for certain leaders in
New Delhi. But somebody is being
taken for a ride, by the tiger cub.

Mrs Gandhi's -Cabinet
Reports from New Delhi spoke of
a "major" Cabinet reshuffle; a Calcutta newspaper carried a cartoon
showing Mrs. Ga dhi pouring old wine
into a new bottle. The latter idea
seems closer to the reality, except for
the fact that age has not improved but
has rather further staled an indifferent wine. Yet there was more than
mere ritual in the redistribution of
IPortfolios. Assuming that a reshuffle
was due, what seems most significant
is its timing. It is not clear whether
the changes were finally decided upon
before or after Mr. Kamaraj was invited to join the Cabinet. In any
case, the changes were announced on
the day the former Congress Pres'dent saw the Prime Minister; .Mr.
Kamaraj merely disclosed that he
would announce his decision later. It
does not seem improbable that he was
invit.ed to join the Cabinet after all
the portfolios had been redistributed
making another major change somewhat awkward; he could. then only
become a Minister without portfolio.
Nor does it seem unlikely that even
Deputy Prime Ministership without a
portfolio did not attract him. This
may all have been a polite way' of
keeping Mr. Kamaraj out.
Mrs. Gandhi had at one time seemed rather keen to have Mr. Kamaraj
by her side, in order to strengthen
her position both in ,the Cabinet a)1d
in the party executive. But things
have gone rather well for her, and
Mr. Kamaraj's support may' now be
expendable. Within the Cabinet, she
has got Mr. Morarji Desai under her
thumb after the embarrassment caused
to the Depruty Prime Minister over
affairs concerning his son. Outside ~
the Cabinet, the danger had been from
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State Congress satraps. But Mr.
C. B. Gupta has not emerged invulnerable in Uttar Pradesh, and in West
Bengal Mr. Atulya Ghosh is;in utter
disgrace. The Prime Minister may
not be inconsolable over these developments, and it may not be entirely
coincidental that the Cabinet changes
were made without a definite ar suitable place for Mr. Kamaraj-immediately after the mid-term election results were announced.
As for the changes made, Mrs.
Gandhi has merely given an appearance of responding to criticism without
doing anything about the substance af
the criticism; she has tried to pacify
the critics without offending the people criticized. Dr. Triguna Sen's replacement by Dr. v.K.R.V. Raa is
perhaps meant as a sop to the antiHindi south, but the latter will be as
much a tool in the hands of the Hindi
lobby as was the former. A somewhat similar tactic has been applied to
the InforhIation and Broadcasting
Ministry; neither Dr. Sen nor Mr.
K. K. Shah. both equally objectianable,
has been dropped, for both have their
uses for people who really contral the
Gavernment machinery. Mr. B. R.
Bhagat's elevatian is probably not undeserved; it matters little whether the
Prime Minister concentrates on external affairs or on economic planning.
The most striking change, of course,
is the allocation of external affairs tOo
Mr. Dinesh Singh, It can be assumed that this will ensure continuity of
approach; Mr'. Dinesh Singh is unlikely tOodeviate from lines hitherto
formulated by the Prime Minister her-

self. In additian, perhaps, the appointment af a Minister separately for
external affairs will allow closer attention to be paid to India's foreign policy.
But what lis this /policy? Mrs. Gandhi,
while in charge of external affairs, did
not show that the Gavernment had
any policy ather than one af drift,
acquiescence or expediency, and it is
difficult to believe that Mr. Dinesh
Singh will show greater clarity or
caurage. Probably rus princely background will introduce rr more flamboyant style and increase the financial
burden af our foreign relatians, He
may not even be aware that extravagance does not buy independence; he
may not, for that matter, be anxious
for an independent ar capable of an
lintelligent foreign palicy. But let us
see.

Ferment In Spain
It is again all grey in Spain
after the five-year experiment with
liberalization.
The colonels had no.'
difficulty in convincing the ageing
GeneralissiIDo Francisco. Franca that
there shauld be an afficial proclamation of a state af emergency to caunter the liberals' plot to. bring Spain
"into a process af world subversian".
The emergency, which means suspension of civil liberties and re-introduction af -press censorship, is to remain
far a period af three months, but in
all probability will be extended beyond March. 1£ the
students of
Barcelona University who tossed a
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bust of Franco through the windaw,
threatened the Rector for his failings
and shouted "Franco Assassin" and
the students af Madrid University are
the target af the crackdown, as claimed
by the authorities, then Franco has
over-reacted,
But the 300 susp,ects
now languishing in prison also represent the extra-parliamentary opposition-illegal -trade unlions (comisioners obreras), champions of local
autonomy tor the Basques and communist activists. The Roman Catholic Church, traditionally a citadel
of the Spanish Administration, is
showing cracks.
The bishops of
the once monolithic church have
to
contend
with
young priests'
moving claser to industrial· workers
and pressing for sooial reforms. Not
to be tatally alienated from the people
the bishops have - signed a pastoral
calling on the Gavernment to introduce
the labour reform bill without further
delay.
This long promised law is now
planned for publication. Even though
the new law may intraduce some
liberal provisions, it is unlikely that the
sponsored syndicate Or reunion where
the representatives of management and
employees are selected by the Government, and the official control of
unions through the National Movement-the
only recognised palitical
institution-will be abolished. Franco's
Government is aware that the demand
for free unions unites the workers
and students. The General finds-that
while the cquntry's numerous problems remain intractable the Gavernment is divided on the succession
issue. The new generation that has
come up during 30 years of Franco's
rule rejects the thesis that any government is preferable to civil war. The
students believe that rebellion is justi'fied in the present situation and tl1e
ranks of workers participating in the
illegal trade union movement are
swelling: In a countfy where there is
no scope for public discussion of important issues and political evolution
and' the Government all along, wields
incredible power, the proclamation of
emergency can only be a reaction to
the fear of a future Wave of vialent
demonstrations,
FEBRUARY
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the States in return for support at the
Centre. The Congress cannot go in
for a coalition arrangement with any
all-India~ party at the Centre or even
in the States because of other complications that would flow.
FROM A POLITICAL CORRESPONDENT
This perhaps would be the last stage
in
the history of power adjustments
ANY myths dissolved with the Ghosh's supporters would have it
for
the Congress because the various
mini-general elections.
Mrs that it was Mrs Indira Gandhi and
patterns
of State politics would have
Gandlii's crash campaigns do not Mr Y. B. Chavan who liquidate
emerged
clearly if one concedes that
bring in votes for the Congress any party there through their adventurism
there
would
be no
suc~ single
more because the gimmicks have been against which Mr Ghosh is supposed
in the future
and the
overdone. West Bengal's rural areas to have cautioned time and again. pattern
all-India
parties
would
become
are no longer secure for the Congress The Bihar Congress leaders blame the
irrelevant
sooner
Or
later.
A
party
and its advance bases have crumbled rout on Mr Nijalingwppa while there
like
the
CPI
(M)
could
never
already. But for the communist gains is no credible e~planation of the debecome an all-India party in the sense
in West Bengal and the Jana Sangh feats in Punjab and Uttar Pradesh.
the Congress is today. The Congress
ga,ins in Bihar, the elections saw the
It is not whoIly accidental that
general decline of all-India parties and wherever the Congress propped a itself would sooft cease to be an allthe emergence in some strength of minority rump of defectors' (West India party because it has ceased to be
regional parties. ' The Hindi belt does Bengal, and Punjab), it was routed the first party in Kerala, Madras, Punnot take the communists seriously this time. In uttar Pradesh it had jab and West Bengal already. Only
while the SSP's base is shrinking. The the good sense not to attempt it when where the CPI (M) has emerged the
'" Jana Sangh's drive has been halted Mr. Charan Singh resigned as Chief lfirst party (Kerala and West Bengal)
for the present in Uttar Pqldesh and Minister in disgust at the defections it could be a decisive power factor.
Punjab but it has made some headway from the SVD. If the Congress fails The CPI is not even the second party
in Bihar. The BKD is an amorphous to form a ministry in Bihar now, it (or for that matter even the third
aberration in Uttar Pradesh and the would rather have President's Rule party) in any of the States and its hopes
alternative focus to the Congress stiIl clamped down there for three years. of expanding its base in the Hindi
lies in the Jana Sangh. The Swatan- At least that is the thinking in the States through unabashed sops to Jana
Sanghi communalism have been betra Party is fast dying in the Hindi Home Ministry at the moment.
lied.
The Swatantra Party could probelt.
The outcome isa big blow to Mr. vide a credible alternative in Orissa
But none of these realities seem to Chavan's prestige because the Congress
have been recognised by the leaders game of subverting parliamentary pro- and Gujarat and possibly Rajasthan.
of various all-India parties who went cesses through the instrument of , The new power adjustment that is
likely to take place in 1972 may not
into little huddles last week. There
Governors has recoiled. The West last long and that perhaps would be
was little realisation that a new situa- Bengal verdict is a massive censure of
tion would overcome them in 1972 Mr. Chavan and Mrs. Gandhi and for the end of parliamentary democracy in
at the Centre because it is now arith- the time being the Centre may not em- the country because no elections are
metically certain' that no party would bark on any ministry-toppling adven- likely to be held thereafter. Even the
1972 elections are a doubtful proget a majority in the Lok Sabha next tures.
position now.
time. The Congress victory at NagerThe election results would take time
The reshuffle sought to achieve
coil ns as significant as its debacle in to have their impact on the power
another
objective, Mr Dinesh Singh's
Phulpur and Hoshiarpur. The mini- structure at the Centre. A new
switch
to
the External Affairs portgeneral elections have con'firmed that power adjustment looks coming before
the Congress wil1 not regain any lost 1972. The Congress should reconcile folio. This has prompted the Left
ground before 1972 in the country as itself to adjustments with regional or Establishment to see new signs of a
a whole and is in for a shock in local parties to manipulate for itself a progressive shift in foreign policyl Mr
Dinesh Singh had set his eyes on the
Parliament.
working majority in the Lok Sabha in foreign Office three years ago but he
The helplessness of the all-India 1972. It could be' with the Akalis in
parties in such an eventuality would Punjab, with the 'BKD in Uttar Pra- could not get the portfolio immemeasure their failure. The Congress desh, the BangIa Congress in West diately. But all these years, the Left
High Command is yet to realise the Bengal, the DMK in Madras and pos- Establishment has ~een building an
fuller implications of such an even- sibly even the Shiv Sena in Maha- image of a socialist Rajah who believes
tuality. At the moment it is content rashtra., It would have to share in socialist trade and an exp.anding
to find sca'Pegoats for the rout, espe- power with such' parties in the States public sector in for~gn trade.
Cabinet ReshufHe
. ciaIly in West Bengal. Mr Atu1y~ where possible or l~ave them to rule
Impervious to all these grim possi-

New Power Adjustment
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Whatever extra-party adjustments she
bi1lities, those in power in New Delhi other leaders are bitter about Mrs. needs to survive in power she could
are content to survive from one banal Gandhi's manoeuvres. It is to Mrs. make through her own emissaries at all
stance to another. The Cabine~ re- Gandhi's advantage that Mr. Atulya levels.
shuffle, ostensibly aimed at ensuring. Ghosh has been cut 'to 'size in West
greater co-urdination
among.. the Bengal and Mr. S. K. patil in BomFebruary
numerous economic ministries and to bay and Mr. Kamaraj in Madras.
implement the recommendations of
the Administrative Reforms Commission appear~ in fact
aimed at
strengthening the Prime Minister's
\position in office and little else. If
ASHOK RUDRA
greater co-ordinatlion 'was the aim,
there must have been an exercise on
that the
is better to be clear 'first; what it intellect~als of Calcutta,
it in the Cabinet Secretariat. But the
scope of any action of a State Govcannot
do.
And
the
list
of
things
reshuffle plunged all the ministries into
ernment to bring about any serious
confusiorl because no working plan it cannot do would certainly dishearten change in any economic or other ason regrouping of the various depart- those Who are wild with joy today, !p
ects of society is strictly limited.
ments was ready and· is not ready justi'fiably, at the deserved landslide Increase in the welfare of the people
even now. Ministries are fighting each viCtory of the UF in West Bengal.
The .UF Government cannot do calls for, ultimately, -increase in proother for control of crucial departmuch to improve the lot of the com- duction and better distliibut!ion. Inments.
crease in production 'calls for increase
Mrs. Gandhi's deoision was an open mon men. It cannot reduce unemploy!in capital and greater efficiency on
affront to the High Command. Mr. ment, it can do very little to control the part of management and labour.
S. K. Patil's reside)1ce was the venue pIiices . and the constant rise in the Now there is no possibility of greater of a summit on Friday (February 14) cost of living, it can hardly do any- capital being available: neither 'the
and those !present included Mr. Atulya thing to iPromote industrial develop- resources of the Central Government
Ghosh, Mr. Kamaraj and Mr. C. B. ment in the State; in all probability nor private capital-will have any inGupta. The party bosses thought there will be during its regime a fall centive to come to the help of a govthey could force a reshuffle to change in industrial production and employ- ernment led by people whose ultimate
the power balance at the Centre but ment and drastic reductlion in fresh objective is the abolition of private
Mrs. Gandhi carried out the reshuffle ictvestments. If in agriculture there capital. As to managcment, as a
before anbody could decide about what be a few good harvests, they would class it will feel alien and antagonistic
they wanted to force. Mr Dinesh have taken place in· any case thanks to the new regime.· And to ask
to the weathfr cycle and the delayed
Singh's meteoric rise has angered'the
workers to work, under 1he condisenior Ministers because he has edged effects of past investments. In an tions, . more efficiently than before
out Mr. Jagjivan Ram who had been iPfobability however the harvests could be tantamount to !putting a lid
unofficially recognised as number five would be less good than what they pn the worldng class struggle. There
in the Cabinet. Mr. Chavan is in no could-have been if a UF Government is nothing the State. Government can
position to challenge Mrs. Gandhi's did not come to power. That is be- do by way of making a State plan
position because his image has suffered cause one part of the current increase that would release the forces of growth.
with the Congress wash-out in West in production is coming about as a It is not only the total size of the
Bengal and the Shiv Sena rampage in result of the investments and enter- plan that is decided upon by the
Bombay. In fact,there were rumours prise of a small section of rich pea- Centre-not
a scheme, however, few
on Thursday that Mr. Chavan has sants who have been going in for the lakhs of rupees it' might involve; can
asked to'be relie:ved of the Home port- high-yielding variety of seeds and the be included in a State plan unless
folio. But in any case the Pdme so-called," much talked about" new being individually approved by the
Minister seems to be taking more and :technology; and this incipient class Planning Commission.
Distribution
of cajpitaldst hrmers could certainly
more interest in running the Home
of
foodgrains
and
other
essential
Ministry. She is credited with a plan lose all incentive to invest in agricul- commodities can indeed be controlled
to entrust a part of the Home Minis- ture as soon as the UF Govern- to some extent. But as the supply
try to Mr Kamaraj (to deal with sub- ment tries to curtail in any way their centres of many of the commodities
jects like Centre-State relations and profits, proctire grain from them at are outside the boundary of the State,
political parties) reducing Mr. Chavan its own prices, or take away any land the effective role here is also limited.
from them that could be distributed
to a law and order trouble-shooter.
Can there be a more rigorous i.mple- But the manner of the reshuffle and among landless labourers or small mentation of the land reforms ~ Not
the timing of it have set the :party bos- peasants. It seems not to have been ade- really, for the land problem could
ses against her and Mr Xamaraj is
inevitably give rise to law and order.'
not for joining the Cabinet when the quately appreciated, even by Marxist
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problems and the State Government
will be obliged to protect the rich
peasants from the vIiolenc~ of the
smaller ones. The fact is, the Stat~
of West Bengal is not really a State,
the economy of West Bengal is not
really an economy. The centre of
political power in the country lies in
Delhi, the economic system is one
whole controlled by powerful capitalist interests that have tentacles
spread all over the country. There
is nothing a State Government can do
constructively that the Central Government, other State Governments,
and the dominant capitalist interests
in the country do not want to see
happen. The administrative power
structure within the State itself ' will
largely elude the grasp of the State
Government if the Centre so wishes.
For, the members of the Indian Administrative Service and the Indian
Police Service are not employees of
the State Government, but of the
Central Home Ministry, subject to
service rules over which a State Government has no say. In so far as
there is any conflict of interests between the Centre and the State [t is to
be expected that the member~ of the
services would act for the Centre and,
be obstructive towards the State
ministers.
Positive Part
It is true that there are good State
Governments and bad State Governments, and can the UP Government
not try to prove the best among them
and by that means bring real benefits
to the people and earn their support
[n even greater measure? Indeed it
can. And this brings us now to the
positive part of the question, namely
what the UF < Government can do.
The
easiest thing for it to do,
of course, is to set up a standard of
personal [ntegrity. Next in importance, and not so easy, is to try to
impose a similar standar~ on the
administration. Corruption and malpractices can indeed be ,fought and the
administration largely "cleaned up".
Much more difficult and complex, yet
worthy of some, though not all energy
being directed to it, is the task of
toning up the efficiency of the-admiFEBRUARY 22, 1969

nistrative system so as to lessen the can be used fruitfully only to increase
harassment the public has to undergo and strengthen that power at the base.
in every government office from red If this be the path chosen by the UF
tapism and various downright stupid Government, the period of its survibureaucratic procedures.
val would be of secondary importance
These are of course relatively small to it. Its primary interest would be
matters. The public expects a clean to so use the State machinery as to
and -efficient administration no doubt, allow the growth of militant mass orbut it expects of a UF Government ganisations on the one side and on the
more ; it wants it to bring about so- other to change it so as to make it
cial change. What sort of social less and less an instrument of class
changes can a State Government bring oppression
and
exploifation
and
about?
A State Government can in- more and more one that would at least
deed do a lot in the fields of educa- not be obstructive to social changes.
tion, health, municipal facilities, en- It goes without saying that the service
courage small-scale industries, pro- machinery cannot be changed at the
mote agricultural development and State level; what can, however, be
even attract large industrial invest- done is to bring about a change in the
ments. But in doing all 'this it must social consciousness of the personnel
receive the full cooperation of the of the cadres. That, again, it goes
Centre, the other State Governments without saying, cannot be achieved in
and private capital. Without co-ope- the upper layers Gf the cadre. But it
ration coming from these quarters it can be' achieved to a considerable exwould. achieve nothing.
tent among the lower ranks. After
We have now chalked one possible all, the lower ranks are manned by
path drat a UF Government can fol- members of t9-e lOwer middle class
low. It is the path of good and clean w ich in Bengal has been traditionally
ad;ninistration, within the framework radical and rebellious.
of the Constitution and with the acThat this task was not recognised
tive co-operation of the Cl(ntre, other as one by the first communist GovernState Governments, and the topmost ment in Kerala and the first UF Govcapitalist houses of th~ country. This ernment in West Bengal has been
path could earn popularity for the proved by the ease with which the
United Front Government, give it supwanters
of these governments.
long life and' stability, 'but would cer- could manipulate the administrative
taInly not lead to any revolutionary machinery. These left governments
transformation of society to which in . 'power found an administration
prograinme 'the leading constituent manned by persons hostile to them
parties of the Front are wedded.
ideologically and obstructive in their
There is another possible p'ath. day-to-day dealings. When they were
That [s to' take cognisance of the fact thrown out of power by unconstituthat' the ,masses of West Bengal are tional means, they left the administraprepared for and are expecting a basic tion staffed by people oriented in. their
transformation of society at a time consciousness towards serving the inwhen the rest of the country (with terests of the new rulers. As to mass'
the exception of another pocket at organisations, they had not prepared,
Kerala) with the leadership of the themselves for the situation and could
Centre are swinging more and 'more to not organise any effective resistance.
the extreme right so that there is no That matters could have been othermeans at all of satisfying the aspira- wise is indicated even by the fear of
tions, of the masses as well as win the those who organised the downfalls of
co-operation of the rest of the coun- these governments that they could
try. To recognise that the power of have to face mass' upsurges.
the left parties resides in the people
an~ the ,additional, [pOwerrepresented
OUf agent at, Varanasi
by the limited authority going with; the
MANNALAL DAS
ministership cannot be more 'import~nt tha!l that r«sidin~ at'the bas.e, but D-35/32IA Jangambari

Bihar
complete failure) other parties, except the rich Prime Minister of a poor
the SSP, were the PSP and Lok Tan- country.
tric Congress. The former got 16 and
One interesting thing. Wherever
the LIC 9 seats. The Janta Party, she went the Congress was defeated,
FROM A CORRESPONDENT
in other words, the Raja of Ramgarh's
although her meetings were always
party, captured 14 seats. All the crowded.
.
The 'Boycott Election' slogan did
LOUDSPEAKERS,
drums and the family members of the Raja won
promises of leaders no longer in the battle of ,ballots. The BKD got not affect the people, although every
Ifill the air. The Bihar elections in six seats and other parties, including town and city was full of it. There
which 2, I00 candidates contested 318 andependent candidates, captured 30 was no activity in the villages in favour
seats are Over and the result is neither seats. One seat out of the total of of the slogan. Are the Naxalites also
in favour of Congressism not of anti- 3 I9 is still to be filled, as the Cong- like the other political parties which
Congressism.
gress candidate died suddenly. One do not like to go to villages (except at election time) ? However, not
The Congress strength has declined. member is to be nominated.
There is 'little hope of a stable all the Naxalites were boycoJting the
This time it got only I18 seats. In
the first general election it had cap- government. The opposition c;mnot elections. Some were seen working
tured 240 seats which decreased to form any government without the help because, 'they can choose their cadets
2 lOin the second, 185 in the third of both the JS and the CPI. But be- in the CPM line'. Some were seen
and 128 in the fourth. .
fore the elections they had declared helping the Congress because 'the
. The Jana Sangh has improved its that they would not cooperate with Congress Government will 'open the
strength from 26 to 34, though some each other. On the other side the path towards Revolution'. Some were
alone give seen working against the CPM bethought it would get at least 50 Congress (which can
seats and some predicted 70 Or 80. STABILITY I) is not in a posdtion to cause, 'after defeat they will know
Anyhow the JS has not captured form a government without taking the futility of elections'.
seats in proportion to its 3 I0 candi- . every candidate except those of thedates. Actually this is no surprise as SSP, CPI and the JS, but even then :
the JS has no hold in the_ villages. it will get a majority of only two. So
It is a Marwari-donated party which the path is now Open for defectors.
PLACE A REGULAR ORDER
Last time the BKD and the SSP
can only capture the town seats.
The SSP, poor SSP, orphans of Dr. produced the best defectors. This
·FOR YOUR
Lohia, have lost the battle this time. ,time we have to wait to see which
party can produce defectors.
But it is not their fault. The Shoshit
College students, can demand grace
FRONTIER
Dal was working nowhere to win, but
marks
in
examinations,
but
alas,
even
to defeat the SSP. Anyhow with the
Subscription Rates
help of its old slogan and casteism Our defeated ministers cannot claim
the SSP captured 53 and this time too any grace. Every candidate tried to
INLAND
it is the second largest party in Bihar. get votes on the basis of casteism, or
by organising clashes in the booths.
The CPI got no lift this time, it
One year
Rs. 16.50
won 25 seats. Actually it has not This ds why Bihar was first in the
Six
Months
number
of
/poll
clashes.
Votes
were
Rs.
won On the party ddeology. The
8.25
FiVe Years
Rs. 75.00
Indian Nation says,-"Not
.all the sought fon caste but not for party ideoSeven years
'I
Rs. 100.00
communists who have been elected logies.
are real communists. .... Those of . T~etotal
expense in this election' Foreign AIR MAIL Rates (One Year)
them who were in Government show- In Blhar alone was a little less than
ed all' the characteristics of ministers Rs. 3 crOres. Three crores which
Europe: Rs. 120 or 15 dollars
anstead of behaving as unchangeable could give the pOor some food and
Asia: Rs. 88 or I I donal'S
revolutionaries
like Castro"; The
s()me more days to live, three crores
America: Rs. - 168 or 2 I dollars
CPI (M) captured only 3 seats though which could ....
it had set up 28 candidates. Last
The Prime Minister's bill for her k,
time the CPM MLAs numbered 4.
Bihar tour -amounted to Rs. 8 lakhs,
By Surface Mail
The main cause of its defeat was the
which
the
PeC
is
unable
to
pay
beAll
countries:
Rs. 40 or 5 dollars
Naxalites, who did not participate in cause of the lack of funds this timethe elections. Actually any party
the 'Top Hve', including K. B. Sahay,
which sets up a number of candidates
are not helping the Congress. Mrs
can get a few seats-the Shoshit Dal
Long-term
Subscriptions
will
Gandhi's Ranchi visit, where she gave
has also got 6 seats.
help the new weekly
In the triple alliance (which was a a 25-minute speech, cost more than
Rs. 150,000. She, like her father is

The Price Of Elections

Czechoslovakia :
Capitalism And Socialism-II

COI11jpanycould be unceremoniously
kicked out, so could they. From
their point of view, it was therefore
I
essential not only to tighten up controis' in their own countries but show
that Czechoslovakia could not get
PAUL
M. SWEEZY
away with it after all. From their
his speech of August 23rd on ~he meet the needs and expectations of point of view, this consideration alone
invasion of Czechoslovakia, Fidel their !peoples. They have no alterna- was probably enough to justify the
invasion.
Castro, referring to an article in
tive but to turn once again to the
Pravda said :
But there was an added reason
methods of' capitalism. And in so
It (Pravda) reads as follows:
which
particul~r1y affected the Soviet
doing, they have entered on a one"The CPSU is constantly perfecting way street which, however long· the leadership, occupying, as it does, the
the style, the forms, and the medominant !position in the bloc as a
journey, has only one pestination.
thods of the construction of the
whole. With the growing importance
Party and the State. This same Two Threats
of the market throughout the region,
work is being carried out in other
the
magnetic force of the more powerNo, the Soviet invasion of Czechosocialist countries in a tranquil pro- slovakia was not intended to check the fJlI market economies of the West also
cess based on the fundamentals 9f drift to capitalism. That proceeds in grows. Once profit and efficiency at
the socialist system. "Unfortunate- both countries and will continue un- the plant· and enterprise levels have
ly, discussions concerning economic less~or until something far more dras- been elevated to the status of supreme
reform in Czechoslovakia developed tic occurs than a liberal reform !pro- values, managements will inevitably
on another basis. That discussion gramme of the kind that has been strive for closer association with those
centred, on the one hand, around a under way in Czechoslovakia these who are most advanced and proficient
global criticism of all development last eight months. What the leaders in !putting these values into practice.
proceeding from the socialist eco- of the Soviet Union fear-and
had The demand f0t: more trade, more
nomy and, on the other, around the every reason to fear-were
two technology, more finance, and finally
proposal to replace the principles threats, one ,10 their personal interests more investment from the advanced
of planning with spontaneous mer- and the other to the interests_of the capitalist countries is bound to incantile relations, granting a broad national ruling stratum which they re- crease. Yugoslavia shows this profield of action to private capita1." , present.
cess with crystal clarity:-"and also how
Does this, by chance, mean that
The threat to their personal inter- it leads to the weaker country falling
the Soviet Union is also going to ests was simple. The liberal reforms increasingly under the domination of
curb certain currents in the field of in Czechoslovakia were extremely the sh~onger. In terms of the bloc as
economy that are in favour of !put- popular in that / country, and for a whole, what we are talking about
ting increasingly greater emphasis obvious reasons. If you' have been' here are very powerful centrifugal
on mercantile relations and on the kept in prison for a long time, your forces which, if unchecked, wiII result
effects of spontaneity on those rela- first objective is to get o,!lt, not to . in an accelerating process of ,disintetions, and those which have even change the system. That was essen- gration. FOr the ruling stratum in the
been defending the desirability 6f the tially the situation of the Czechoslo- Soviet Union, of course, this repremarket and of prices based on that vak people: They wanted most of all sents a serious danger. The bloc has
polimarket? Does it mean that the to get out of prison, -and that meant been structured-economically,
serve its
Soviet Union is becoming aware of getting rid of the Novotny regime with cally, and militarily-to
the need to halt those currents?
all its repressive and Il1pugnant fea- group and national interests. CzechoMore than one article in the im- tures. They succeeded with remark- slovakia and East Germany, for
perialist Press has referred jubilantly able ease. The COmmunist Party turn- example, as relatively advancea industo those currents that also exist ed out to be surprisingly responsive trial regions, have been assigned ecowithin the Soviet Union.
to the popular mood; the old-line nomic roles which are tailored to the
I dare say that Fidel knows as well leadership was caught unawares and needs of the Soviet economy. (To
as anyone else that Pravda's article swept out of power without even be- what extent these relationships are also
was in,tended to sCOre a point and ing able to put up a struggle. To the exploitative is important but not
not to signalize a fundamental change rulers of the Soviet Union and the crucial to the problem WIth which we
in Soviet policy. The fact is that the other bloc countries, whose people are presently .concerned.) And it is
decadent bureaucracies of the Soviet are also in/prison (and in the case of obvious that the Soviet leadership
bloc have tried the only kind of cen- the Soviet Union have been there considers the continuation in force of
tralized planning they can conceive much longer), this could not but be a the Warsaw Pact to be essential to its
of and have proved that it doesn't terrifying example. If Novotny and military security. Under these circumstances, it is easy to uI?-derstand
FEBRUARY 22, 1969
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why the
men in the Kremlin ar-e !predon't, they would, in my Oplll1Qn, clique" rather than the product of lfive
pared to use whatever means may be
face slow but certain extinction.
decades of Soviet history, and the
necessary to hold the bloc together.
If this assessment is' accurate, the labelling of all the countries of the
And since their combined economic Czech crisis marks the beginning of Soviet bloc as already fully capitalist·
and political power is being eonstantly the end of Moscow's political and rather than societies in transition toeroded find is no longer sufficient to ideological influence in the advanced ward cayitalism: these are typical
do the job, they have felt obliged t~ capitalist countries. Either the com- Chinese errors which often lead to
have recourse to naked armed force. munist !parties recognize it and try to wrong estimates
and
conclusions.
In the final analysis, then, the inva- adjust to it, or they go under. Given Nevertheless, in the Czechoslovak
sion of Czechoslovakia was a -sign qf their histories, it is doubtful whether, case, the Chinese analysis, as expoundSoviet weakness in the face of a they can successfully adjust, But either ed for example by Commentator
growing crisis in the bloc as a whole. way, the era of Moscow-orientation is (generally thought to be a high official
Can it succee<1? In the'short run, un- 'nearing the end.
of the Chinese Communist Party) in
doubtedly. Liberalization in CzechoOutside the advanced capitalist the People's Daily' of August 23, is
slovakia has beea slowed dowQ and world the impact will be less dramatic clear and to the !point:
may be halted ,altogether for a while; -but
only because there the orthoThat the Soviet revisionist renethe centrifugal forces tending to dis- dox communist {larties, have long
gade clique has flagrantly set in
integrate the bloc have been checked. been withering away,-and new revolumotion its armed forces is the outBut in the longer run, military force tionary forces looking for inspiration
come of the extremely acute conis totally incapable of coping with to China or (in Latin America) to
tradictions within the whole modern
economic and political problems. It Cuba have come to the fore.
J revisionist bloc.
It is the result of
was these !problems that brought on
As far as Cuba is concerned,
the extremelJ acute contradictions
the crisis, and they will just as surely Fidel's speech condoning the invasion
between united States imperialism
bring on new and greater crises in the will hardly enhance the prestige of
and Soviet modern revisionism -in
future.
the Cuban Revolution. However, it
their struggle for control of Eastern In the meantime, orthodox Moscow- is by no means {air to judge the speech,
Europe. It is the outcome of the
oriented communism has suffered a by that part alone. Most of the three
collaboration between the United
disaster from which it may never re- and a haH newspaper pages it took up
States and the Soviet Union in their
cover. As far as Europe is con- in Granma (Augqst 25) were devoted
vain attempt to re-divide the world.
cerned, a letter received the other day to a shrewd 'and biting critique of the
For a long time there have existed
from an old Austrian friend summed 'kind of socialism practised in Eastern
profound contradictions and bitter ~'
up the situation very well:
Europe, and a castigation of Soviet
strife between the Soviet revisionist
I have belonged, as you doub.t- world policies. For the rest, Cuba
renegade clique and the revisionist
less know, to that small minority of will be judged in the international recliques of the Eastern European
left-wing socialists who could not volutionary movement less by what
countries. The Khrushchev revibring themselves to cut their last its leaders say than by what iPolic\es
sionist renegade clique, ever since
ties (ideological as well as political) they put into practice inside and outit rose to power, has most shamewith the "glorious" Russian iP'arty. side Cuba. And in this resp.ect the\!
fully made one dirty deal after
Sometime, somehow, Qne conti- record has been and contin\les to be
another with United States imperianned hoping, a radical shake- remarkably good for a small country,
lism. Following the example of the
up would occur and the old Lenin,- relatively isola,ted and subjected to the
Soviet revisionists, the Czechoslovak
ist traditions could come t~ life , full weight of a vicious imperialist
revisionist tenegade clique wants to
once again.
blockade.
follow in their footsteps, throwing
It would be foolish to maintain
Finally, it ma.y well turn out that
themselves into the lap of the Unitsuch hopes today:"Y esterday Ernst the biggest gainer from the Czechoed States iIDiPerialism. However,
. Fischer (leading intellectual in the slovak crisis will be . China which dethe Soviet revisionists regard Eastern
Austrian CP) called upon the Left nounced the ,inv.asion as it deserved
Europe as their own sphere of into dissociate itself from the men in to be denounced without falling into
fluenc~ and forbid the Czechoslovak
the Kremlin, and to take' its own the naivetes of the theory which saw
revisionists to have direct collaboraway. I wonder whether the Western Czechoslovakia as headed f-or some
tion with United States imperialism.
communist parties will be able to kind of a democratic socialist utopia.
The world revolutionary movement,
heed Fischer's advice. If they There is much in China's analysis of especially iI\ the underdeveloped counthe current international scene which tries, 1S more likely to be impressed
Monthly Review has never been able with the trutbs of tb.i~ statement than ..
to accept-for example, the treatment with its exaggerations. After all, to
FRONTIER
is available from
of ~he Soviet Union's course in world ,convey the truth it may sometimes be
CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY
affairs as though i were the sole res- necessary to exaggerate. (Concluded)
23/90 Connaught Place
1P0nsibility of a revisionist "renegade
From the Monthly Review
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But the question remains that the
left elements who have been kept out
of the talks so far will nat be bound
by any agreement reached at the talks
between the regime and !part of the
opposition camp.
would be interesting to note here any
of
the
parties
in
DAC
would
like
s far as the stand 1ikely ta be the talks to stretch ta a . breaking thatIt while
Nawabzada Nasrullah, with
taken" by the Demacratic Actian
the
"delegated"
authority fram the
Committee (in the talks with President [point 'Once it gets underway. Thus president, was discussing the forthcomthey are ·mare likely ta settle far a
Ayub) is cancerned, it s~ems the miniing dialague with the detained Awami
mum demands waulp. 'bail dawn ta minimum than camoe back empty- League leader Sheikh Mujibur Rahdirect electians ta the legislatures an handed.'
Fram what President Ayub told the man, the students held street corner ..t
the basis of universal adult franchise
cauncil meeting 'Of the Conventian meetings and denounced the praposed
wi.th the legislatures having a little more
Muslim League after his unanimaus talks. They were clear in their disap!power than they have now. The prere-electian as the party president, it proval and chanted such slogans as
sidential electians may still be allawed
Aposh aposh kare jara, Ayuber dalal
to be held an the basis 'Of a further appears that there might be..one or twa
peppheral matters tao. Far exallliPle, tara" .
extended ((lectoral callege.
Same
The students' action committee has
DAC camponents say that they would he said that there was a feeling in made it amply clear that nathing less
ask far a savereign parliament having East Pakistan that it did nat share than the achievement of their II-paint
pawer effectively as the President was
pawers ta ;:amend the constitutian sa
a man fram West Pakistan. He as- !pragramme would satisfy- them.
that it cauld be virtually turned into
All the palitical leaders who are
sured it that he was willing ta discuss
a sort 'Of oonstituent assembly.
means for s.;ltisfying this feeling. This apparently in the process of reaping a
With this attitude 'Of the DAC,
statement automatically reminds one rich harvest through the spadewark
issues such {he autanomy 'OfEast Pakis'Ofthe prapasitian~far a vice-president. done by the students who laid dawn
tan and dissalutian of the one-unit
This could alsa mean yielding same their lives, caurted arrest and were
in West Pakisan are being relegated to
measure 'Ofautanamy ta East Pakistan subjected to inhuman police atr6Cities,
the background. When canfranted
are significantly silent on the students,
ta outflank the diehard autanamists.
with this questian, the 8'ix-painters
The President also at 'One paint 'Of demand. Only Maulana Bhasani has -_
(Awami League) say that in case
his speech appeared ta be hinting at given hifi unqualified suppart to their
there was .3. savereign parliament and
direct electians when he commented programme and did not accept the
direct elections they wauld be in a
that there were peaple wha felt that gavermnent's proposal.
pasitian tai.ga ta' the polls with their
The students say that no round table
nat all were being able to participate
awn [programme and have their say
in them and he was willing to seek canference wauld be acceptable until
thraugh tM legislatures. They, hownormalcy was restared in the cauntry
means ·far free and fair elections.
ever, maintain that if the question: 'Of
by
the government through the accepIn this, the DAC viewpoint which
sharing of power between the provinces
has sa far
been gathered,
and the tance of such demands as release of
and the Centre arose, ,they wauld
view-paints of the president seem to all palitical prisoners, including student
place their full formula, that is the sixmeet at a certain !{Jaint. Mdre candid- leaders Rashed Khan Menon, Mrs
paint programme,. and if this was
ly if President Ayub Khan was trying Matia Chawdhury and Abdur Razzaq,
nat acceptep they~wuold not go for any
ta say that he was ready ta create a lifting 'Ofthe emergency, withdrawal
settlement. \ :Bat it is Qau}Jtfulwhether
situatian in which the DAC campo- of all cases against palitical leaders
nents wauld be able ta 'fight the elec- and workers including the State versus
tians by renouncing their baycatt deci- Sheikh Mujibur case and withdrawal of
ANWAR HOSSAIN
sian,· the other side sa far appears to warrants 'Of arrest issued against palibe 'Only tao willing ta avail themselv-- tical leaders, students and 'Others.
for
(Fram Holiday, Dacca, February 9)
es 'Ofthat oppartunity.
.
Interiar Decaratian with
Yet another paint that may get the
Saphisticatian ',.:.. _.
two. sides to a negotiating table .early
and
and drive them to came ta an agreeNOTICE
ment is that bath sides appear ta be'
Furniture
Making with
apprehensive 'Of letting the present
Articles
cannot
be returned
Distinctian.
countrywide mavement slip inta the unless
accompanied
by return
hands of those wham they call leftists.
13, Marsden Street,
postage.
The. spectre 'Of the left seems ta be
Business Manager
Ca1cutta-16.
haunting the rightists in the DAC more
Frontier
Phone :- 44-6122
than anyone else.
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Calcutta Diary
GYAN KAPUR

WINTER
is over and spring has
come for the people of West
Bengal in more senses than one. The
hated Congress is crushed, for the
time being at least, and the people are
rejoicing. It was a sort of Diwali and
Holi rolled into one, with bands
!parading the new idols, the elected
members of the Assembly around the
streets. Red was the colour of the day.
Red paper over the street lights, red
flags on the lamp posts, red scarves
on the necks of young men and women
andr-abir,
the red powder put by
them on each other to celebrate the
victory. A new idiom of expression
has develOiPed overnight, the lack of
which I had deplored in an earlier
article.
That some of it is derived
from Hindu customs does not go
against it. Shorn of the religious associations even Muslim victors in the
elections felt honoured to be greeted
with red powder. Which only shows
that integration if and when it comes
- will be only through' united struggle
against the entrenched vested interests
and not by speeches from New Delhi
or the cool ,heights of Srinagar.
Nothing succeeds like success. In
spite of a few unfortunate incidents
the young men who under the illegal
PDF Ministry were hounded from
shelter to shelter can now mo~e about
as free men once again. Whatever
the UF Ministry mayor
may not be
able to do ultimately •...it is wonderful
to see- what a difference it makes to
the definition of a bomb. Big crackers
have always been known in Calcutta
as bombs but no one ever took them
for anything else but crackers. Till
recently, that is. Each year for the
last two score years I have read or
heard of young men who got injured
in making these crackers, so making
of them cannot be a new thing. But
in recent years they have undergone a
change, largely in the minds of the
police. They have become real bombs,
weapons of offence quite overlooking
the unfortunate plain fact that more
young men get injured or their hands

are blown off while making these dangerous crackers than the people at
whom they are supposed to be thrown.
Anyway while counting went on
and proved the steady rise of UF
seats, the very same crackers became
true crackers for the police and were
left to be
xploded as they liked.
Had it been the other way round, we
need l1ave ao doubts that the crackers
would have suddenly undergone a
subtle change in the minds of the
police and become bombs, giving them
an excuse for a witch hunt.
To return to the subject of !political weather. Spring in our country is
a short-term affair. After that comes
a long hot summer when even emo~ions shrivel up and forgotten is the
- euphoria of spring. And th.en come
the dog days of the - monsoons . .The
UF leaders may do well to prepare
for the days ahead._ The snake is not
yet dead but only lying low. Any
time it may come out of the grass. It
should }lot be forgotten that the Conggress polled 40.4% of the votes, not
a negligible !percentage.
Going by the polls, the UF's policies, whatever they were, have been
given the o.k., gheraos and all. As
such nothing should prevent it from
going ahead except where the Centre
stands in the way, unless it fumbles
on its own. As the major partner it
will naturally fall upon the CPr(M)
, to carry through some cleaning-up
jobs before even the limited tasks of
reconstruction
can
be attempted.
Failure to do so will only recoil on
the party and the Front. First, steps
have to be tl)ken a send back Governor Shri Dharma Vira if the Centre
does not recall him gracefully. Secondiy, the bureaucracy ~n Writers
Building at the top at least has to be
told where it gets off and those who
chose to sidestep the popular Ministry
made to account for their lapses. If
necessary, st~ must be taken to make
the bureaucracy impotent and carry
on the work otherwise. Lastly, the
partisan nature of the police in favour
of the Congress and vested interests
has to be changed, once for all. All
the illegal attacks on the people, including ex-Ministets, have to be
brought- up and the policemen respon-

sible for such attacks punished for it.
No witch-hunt is called for or cheap
gimmicks which would only defeat
their purpose. But on the other hand.
no false Gandhian attitudes of for.
giving - the wrong-doers should be
allowed to stand in the way of effective action. The Congress after all
does not practise what it preaches and
the people would neither forgive nor
forget if those who had illegally
attacked them are allowed to go unpunished. It is' significant that as the
tally of UF victories mounted on
election score-boards outside· news·
paper ,offices, shouts went up fr~m
the crowd reminding the two police
officers who took a leading JPart in
the senseless and illegal attack on ex·
Ministers and others on the Maidan :
''We are coming back again".
~.
~
With the UF back in power, the
cry is sure to be soon raised that industry cannot prosper, by which of
course it is meant that the industria.,
lists cannot fleece the workers as they
would like. There is, however, ,another aspect to the affair which is not
always given much attention. Much
of the woes of many industries is
equally due to the wish to fleece the
oonsumer also; as much as possible
and give him as little value as pas·
sible for money. Though it may appear
a contradiction in terms, in some other
countries it ~s possible to speak of an
honest businessman. Here the ~cies
is rare like the Gir lion, if not completely extinct.
..
Like the sabre-toothed tigel' some
industries seem to be' creating conditions for their own precarious' existence by eating out all the, possible
preys. Perhaps I am singularly unfortunate in my ex;perience but -comparing notes with others I feel I am
not alone. - The quality of most
Indian products is such that it is not 'a
joy to own them. In fact experience
teaches that one' should put off p~ying
anything new as long as possible since
it will only gives trouble and causes
vexation=
..
.:~"
The trouble given by brand new
Indian-made motor cars is of 'course
old hat and there are already some
who !prefer to buy a used one as all
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of \hem were known to have thought
cutta State Transport Corporation has
its defects are already known and now taken a different line altogether. so. They are now having second
thoughts on almost everything they
taken care of. I would like to give
Casually looking at a passing new bus
'said in the last two years, hoping seca few examples from personal expeI was surprised to find the word
rience. Buying a popular brand of 'pilot' painted on the door to, the dri- retly perhaps that their readers must
radio some years back I found it go- ver's seat. I was wondering what it have forgotten all these by now. But
the re-thinking had to wait till the reing: on and off. Repeated returns to
meant when I noticed it was a CSTC
sults of the election had become all
the manufacturer or his agents failed
bus out on a routine trip. But drivers
too ,obvious and when even a miracle
~o· rectify the·defect but each time it seems have now become pilots.
would have been unable to retrieve
1'was told it had' been done. All
While the Central Workshop is unthis' was within the guarantee period. able to cope with the, job of repairing the situation for the Congress. Ey~n
After this was over, I went to another the existing dilapidated vehicles it is after the 'first day's counting one Caldealer who charged a small amount now going ahead with the"making of cutta paper thought that the Congress' ../.
and set right the radio which gave no two fancy vehicles with the look of a performance in Uttar Pradesh was
further trouble for years. So much for swan and' a peacock to be hired out to bigger news in West Bengal than the
the guarantee which has meant just all and sundry. The majority of citi- drubbing the Congress was receiving
another device to lure customers. A zens of course cannot hope to hire out here from the UFo Its sister edition
table laffilPi went dark after a few one of these but they will have the in Delhi, however, thought differently
weeks. Taking it to the dealer it pleasure of seeing them pass on the and carried a banner on the electoral
w~s found the switch ne'eded change. roads. Business, of course, once the success of the UP in West Bengal.
It was done. Bringing- it home it birds are ready, is going to be brisk, Another Calcutta paper was not satiswent 'off again after' a few minutes. particularly during the marriage sea- fied with predicting a Congress vicBack to the dealer. Nbw it was found son. Perhaps a synthesis is developing tory; it pubLished the names of the
the lamp was gone. The lamp was of Marwari and Bengali culture or it constituencies also in which the Conchanged but the next day the same is just a coincidence that invariably the gress would win. To make amends
thing happened. Another visit to the bridegroom's car in Marwari marriages the paper has published an illustrated
dealer and it was found the new is decorated in the shape of one of interv~ew with the young son of a "
CPI (M)' leader on the solemn sublamp was also gone. At that stage I
these birds.
ject of how he felt and what he did
decided to do without a table lamp.
on the day his father was declared_
I could give any number of exampelected to the Assembly. Being, at a
les but will close this sorry tale with
safe distance the outside newspapers
one more. A brand new bicycle I The Press
are trying to get away with a partial
gave my son was found to have the
somersault. They are prepared for a
spokes coming out. Back to the deapeace if the UF will not encourage
ler as usual; I was met with a very
gheraos, or promote a confrontation
polite smile and surprise that it should
COMMENTATOR
with th~ Centre. Some of the papers
be so. In fact, said the dealer, in all
have not thought it necessary to treat
his long life selling bicycles he had
neWSipapers have been hard
the UF victory ~n West Bengal sepa- '
never heard of such a thing as spokes
put to it to explain the reasons
coming' out of a cycle, rim, almost for the massive heart transplant in rately; tl,1eircomments are part of the
implying that there must be something West Benga\ in the last two years that omnibus editorials on the mini-geneunlucky with me, otherwise it should the mid-term poll has revealed. The ral election.
The Hindustan Times has conceded
not have happened.> Anyway, he was results have falsified political prophets
in
a roundabout way that the m,argin
all' politeness and assured me that and pollsters and created no end of
he would get it right. With much un- difficulties. for newspapers which. -had of victory, of the UF is a vindication
necessary ex'!'ense it . was taken to predicted a UF ,defeat. They have to of its earlier regime in office and evihim and after a . long time brought eat their. words which should not be a de~ce of the electorate's displeasure
back. But the next day it was worse, difficult task for most newspapers; but against the Congress and those others
if anything. Ultimately, a visit to the they have also to get on the right 'side who defected from the UF.· The
local cycle repair shop and spending of the government to be. There is a most significant fact to emerge in Benof a few rUipees mme and the t4ing scramble among the Calcutta papers to gal, is a fairly sharp polarisation of
political forces. The people have
was set right.
laud the UF as' the people's choice
,I for" one do not wonder why and to condemn the Congress which voted with deliberation and the virtual
Indian industry should suffer from has at last been !?iivenits deserts. All extinction of small independent parties
recession. Who wants to buy frustra- of them now agree that the dismissal like the Lok Dal and the Indian
.•~
tion and harassment if it can be of the UF Ministry by an executive National Democratic Front would
seem
to
indicl;lte
a
clear
preference
for
avoided?
fiat without waiting for a trial of
~
:tprogrammes rather than personalities.
strength in the Assembly was' improThe leaders of the UF, or many of
Unable to give the citizens or even
per, though in November 1967 few
its employees a better deal, the Cal-
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them, have had ministerial experience. the overwhelming success of the UP in
spell of office may also give some room
The slate has been wiped clean, and West Byngal, the cruef is the decisive
t.o expect that they will bring greater
there must be an honest effort at mak- swing 'towards the Left. It may be
ing a new beginning. There is scope and interpreted as the electorate's riposts maturity to their office. The other
need for constructive politics from the t.o the "high-handed" dismissal of the components of the Front also .owe it
very start. A return to class struggle UF Ministry by the Governor at the to themselves to steer the administraand gheraos on the one hand or a end of 1967. The verdict may be tion in an orderly manner. The record
panicky obstruction of whatever the taken as an expression of the voters' of Kerala with a similar Communistnew Government might do on the other view that nine months of UF rule had -led Front in office may suggest that
would be tragedy which all sane ele- provided insufficient basis for judging even the Marxists will have to keep
within certain limits f.orrsheer survival.
ments should work to avert.
the UF's performance or shortcomings
The Indian Express thinks that the
The Times of India thinks that the ,in office. It is also arguable that themain
fact.or that worked to the advanunity of the left parties alone cannot Centre's interference in the working
tage
of
the UF was that this time it
explain the complete rout of the Con- of the- State Goyernments in Punjab
gress. The party ruined its' chances and West Bengal was locally unpopu- was truly united during the election
by its utter failure to present a new lar, particularly in respect of the un- struggle. M.oreover, the unity of the
image to the people. The old leaders principled support given t.o minority Left forces in West Bengal this time
c.oupled with dissidence in the Congof the party are by now thoroughly dis- Governments in - both States.
ress party. West Bengal has now been
credited in the eyes of the electorate.
The Hindu finds it difficult to exWhile many of dts younger candidates plain the uneqwvocal verdict of the lost to the Congress for many years to
have been elected most of the veterans Bengalis, despite the chaos and' econo-- came. Whether the UF will be as united
have been trounced at the polls. mic disruption - promoted by the last in the coalition Government as it was
People want to give the United UF regime. It says that there may at the polls is the big questian. It is .one
Front another trial. How it will be some tn,lth in the cynical remark thing to unite for the limited purpase of
acquit itself this time remains to that between the corrupt and factious giving a drubbing to the C.ongress.
be seen. It may be that: the experience Congress in the State and the anar-, It is quite another thing to get ideoloof its short spell in office when so chist Marxists, the people had little to gically disparate elements to agree on
many issues bitterly divided its ranks choose from. What prevailed ulti- any legislative programme worth the
has made the UP leaders somewhat mately was the united stand of 12 name. Nor can West Bengal benefit by
sober. But there is also the danger opposing parties, as against the lone -a confrontation between the UF and
that the crushing majority which it fight of. the' Congress which had al- the Centre on this or that issue. In
will now have in the new Assembly ready been weakened by the dissi- their moment of vict.orythe leaders .of
may make them mare reckless. That dence of Aj.oy Mukherjee, the Kabir the UF should realise that the real test
wJth its much weaker position this brothers, and Ashu Gh.osh's group. of their political acumen and good
time the BangIa Congress will not be The sick party became sicker, thanks sense lies ahead.
Patriot has asked the CPI (M) not
able to exercise the same restraining to the continued uncompromising
influence on the extremists in the stance of its so-called strongman, Mr. t.o .overlook or forget the fact that the
Front makes this danger all the greater. Atulya Ghosh, and the general image elect.orate in West Bengal has rejected
The Front leaders have yet to real,ise of incompetence and unreliability .of categarically the C.ongress but nat
that they cannot be in power and yet the party. The tally .of just 55 C.on- the legislative process. The party
lead mass agitations without under- gress members in an assembly of 280, shauld nat f.orget that the addition to
mining the whole fabric of law and as against the UF's 214, seems t.o its strength is the direct result of the
order. If the responsibilities of office leave little room even to put lip an realism that was indicated by the
do not tame the revolutionary ardour effective opposition to the UFo The political re.s6lution adopted in Cochin
The Cochin
resalution
of the CPI (M), which dominates the Marxist-dominated front is firmly in recently.
"should
be
interpreted"
ta
mean
that
Front, the State will be in far a period the saddle in a border State that
the
party
and
its
leaders
will
nat
.of turmoil. A fresh notice to the houses
some of Our vital _inworkers again that they can depend dustrial camplexes. It has there- claim powers arid privileges arithmeupon the non-intervention of the fare become all'the more import- tically propartianal ta its strength in
police whenever they choose to ant that Mr. Aj.oy Mukherjee should the Assembly. A great part of the
ghera.o the factory managers will be realise his responsibility t.o the people UP's responsibility c.onsists in the Front
the surest way of inciting an unendJng and not loak On helplessly' as his remaining united, not only formally
series of labour tr.oubles. A policy of Marxist colleagues play ideological but in thought and action. The West
c.ontinuous clashes with the Centre, if ducks and drakes with the government Bengal UP will become the m.odel far
pursued to the bitter end, cannot but and the economy. The Marxists' an Indian sacialist reformation if the
MarXiist-Communist party truly underbe self-defeating.
dissociation from the extremist Naxa- stands the significance of what has
In an omnibus editorial The States- lites and their bitter eJqperience of the
marl says that_oafthe many reasons for chaotiC conditions during their last happened in the State and decides not
t.o assert such mechanical advantages
.
".
- ~ ..
.
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as may be its by right of its size within the UFo It would be a gesture reassuring to truly democratic sections
of public opinion all over India if the
party agrees without debilitating controversy to Mr Ajoy Mukherjee's
leadership of the Front in the legislature and to a coalition Government.
led by him, but committed to basic
socialist policies practicable in our
conditions.

tries hard but does not quite achieve appear to partisans. It is not as if
the necessary lightness. Perhaps the peasant uprisings in contemporary
performance can be considerably help- Bengal are totally unknown. Only the
ed by allowing him the' kind of strange other day a particular uprising in a
clarity that one gets when one is drunk. section of north Bengal almost robbed
The days of photographic realism are everyone of sleep in India. In this
long gone though we still tend to use play a11that is suggested is that the
it as a criterion on the Bengali stage. peasants at last decide to stand -UJp to
This is why I cannot applaud the per- unite and to fight. This may not be
formance of Uttiya Deb as the Haji revolution but this has become comSahib. It is a performance of great mon enough as an experience over
virtuosity, perfectly maintained man- widely separated rural areas in West
nerism and acting skill but ultimately Bengal.
The necessity for police
very conventional. It is as if we have overseeing during the last harvest seaanmahhoomi
a would-be Ahindra Chowdhury in son is too well known to merit elabo.
our
hands-professionally
competent, ration.
MANICK DUTTA
~k-illed,faultless but always making
Now, the other element-the
posi~.
you feel that there is an actor behind tion of rural credit apropos village
ARB ALATE mara gyalo Hosain that mask. I much preferred a nameAli Rey ... Ejid bhai e ki less small-role player with a few un- moneylenders. Anyone who has the
karili" Hosain Ali died at Karbala. im,portant appearances as a peasant : slightest ex:perience of rural Bengal
Brother Ejid what have you done I somehow his broken voice, the' way he (even rural India-in Jhis respect the
The song kept haunting me ever since wore his clothes, the way he stood position of the Bengali peasant's
I saw Sekhar Chatterjee's Janmaand moved, suddenly made him so brother in prosperous Meerut or
bhoomi. The tune is a sort of Bhatiali convincing-for one fleeting moment Rohtak is not vastly different) knows
called 'Alkap' in Murshidabad-the
you felt the presence of breeze, the that the whole financing of agricultural
operations is done by the-local elite.
location of the play. It is not only earthy smells of a village.
Even
where there are co-operative
the beauty of the song-its words and
The play skates over that very thin
facilities
for credit, it is inevitably
melody-but the wonder that in green ice-a city-bred mjddle-class theatre
controlled
by the village elite and its
Bengal, perhaps under the shade of group (Theatre Unit) recreating the
henchmen.
The individual peasant
some am;ple tree or by the shore of life of a village on the stage. I say
same majestic river, someone's ima- thin ice because it is of the producer- does not have a chance. He has to go
gination took flight to that distant writer's own choosing. The play is to the moneylender and accept his
desert. And he sang. People sing written, produced and played more or impossible terms. Why the village?
this even today in Murshidabad dis- less at the level of realism, of actua- Ask any small businessmen in Calcutta where he gets his finance
trict with great feeling about the tra- lity. S;peech is inevitably dialectfrom.
Htllldred per cent interest is
gedy . that afflicted the warriors at the characters broadly divided betKarbala, !people like Pana. Pana is a ween the peasantry and the, rural elite. more common than we think even in
toddy-tapper and he lives on toddy. A few outsiders-the
B.D.O., his the city. This is where Chatterjee
perhaps makes a mistake in emphasis r
He counts the frequency of his rice- assistant, the journalist, the teacherpeasants have to go to the
meals in terms of months, not days. are deliberately counterposed as sym- -the
moneylender,
they have no choice
His son is the local moneylender's boIs of the outside world even when
even
when
they
know what it means.
chattel.
There is no hope that his they become part of the village reality.
situation will ever change. But toddy In any ca.se, even village reality be- It is not just their illiteracy or ignorkeeps him singing. So when he sings •....
comes vastly different frOm one thana ance that heI;ps the elite but basically
about Karbala the ~ong vibrates with to another, post office to post office, let the peasant is a willing victim. His
feeling because of his !personal tragedy. alone districts. The reality of the Naxa- main concern is survival and he cannot
His brothers, those who share his bari or for that matter the Purulia peas- survive in any other way. This is
']anmabhoomi', are killing him. There ants is surely oceans apart from that of the precise importance of this playis more sadness than anger, hankering the peasants getting the canal water in the ill-informed, smart city dwellers,
for a world where all can live without Burdwan or Hooghly. The author specially the intellectuals, must get
conflict. In a bold and ambitious play based his research and observatjon their noses rubbed into this primitive,
Pana is the author's most imaginative -over a paiticular area in Murshidabad desperate, archaic, obscene dung-healP
character. He is the only one who is and then grafted on experiences that of reality in which the majority of our
larger than life, capable of rising above are common to the peasantry !in some people live. We must face that we
his reality. It is a killing role, with other parts of Bengal. This is valid are a part of this primitive crime irl
its need for powerful singing and -even his politics seems to be acce:pt- the year 1969. There is no running
abstraction and all that. Montu Bose able however' over-simpHfied it may away from it to the comfortable retreats of Greek classic and Pirandel16
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los and cottage-Industry existentialism
of the South Calcutta variety""/the
escapism in which so much of our
present-day theatrical and critical
talent seems to relax in fashionable
alienation. Nowhere in the world has a
theatre movement achieved anything worthwhile until it has been able
to !produce original plays or at any
rate, relate classics to present-day
reality. This Sekhar Chatterjee does
boldly and three cheers for his attempt.
He does not produce a pamphletnor does he indulge in sloganising-the
stage is not full of smoke and the
deafening sound of crackers. This is
also easy. It is the other end of the
pendulum. He just poses the !problem
with an impressive display of nonegoistic honesty. In his concern for
striking a detached note he makes an
unfortunate dramatic mistake. We,
city-dwellers, are supposed to see the
play through a framing device-the
eyes of the journalist who arrives at
the village to study conditions there.
This makes the exercise contrived
introduces a su;perfluous character wh~
does not help dramatic action in any
way. In facf;- it slows down and
-------exaggerates the basic weakness of the
play-the lack -of dramatic tension.
There is no reason why the BDO
(who in any case is also an outsider)
cannot fulfil the same logical purpose
which will satisfy Chatterjee"s commendable sense of middle-class guilt,
yet
carry
the
story
forward
with far greater cohesion and dramatic logic. Specially so, as Chatterjee
gives a brilliant performance as the
BDO. Surely ~he BDO should become an archetype in any creative
eXlposition of contemporary rural life
just as the zamindar or nayeb
- used to be in our childhood Even
from this view-point the BDO archetype cries out for recognition-the
importance of heing a BDO in the
village versus
outside-world-sociopolitical hierarchy, deserves more
elaborate treatment.
One of the richest elements in the
play is the extension of the Karbala
song-the
community of work and
brotherhood
between Hindus and
Muslims. This works equally well
. between the peasants as well as the
FEBRUARY 22, 1969

elite. Religion has not affected village politics, it has always been
politics by other means. The abduction of Begum, Jabbar's daughter, and
the consequent Hindu-Muslim communal tension considerably enriches the
texture of the play. Chatterjee has
obviously taken liberties (my reaction
is-if he would only take more I) but
the interweaving of the Hindu~Muslim
theme with the main tension of
peasant-jotedar- class struggfe certainly makes the play far more worthwhile both in form and content. .
Chatterjee suffers from the inevitable Bengali romanticism. Within
every Marxist (or for that matter
every Bengali) there is a romantic
terrorist crying to be let out. - In the
play this is reflected in. the D.L. Royist title: lanmabhoomi and in the
concept and playing of the teacher. It
is time we worked the motherland
theme a little out of eur system.
It is customary to distribute bouquets in a review. I was enchanted
by the performance of the village
,prostitute (Dipika Bhattacharya) and
by the defiant youthfulness of BadIa
(Samar Banerjee) but" the team as a
whole does very well indeed in a
dialect play. - Some of them even
manage to look like peasants I But
for me, the most delightful . moment
in the play was the 'Alkap' scene. I
was so thrilled I didn't know whether
to watch the seriousness of the
clarinet-player, the coyness of the
female impersonator-dancer, the detachment of the cornet or the clowning of BadIa in costume.
This was
a moment when the play soared.
Visually the play is pleasingTaQJes Sen's lighting is effective and
withouL glimmickry. Khaled Chowdh~ry's sets are economic and imaginatIve. However this is not a play to
be performed within the· narrow con'tines of the four walls of a theatre.
This play needs to bel taken out to the
districts and villages under the open
sky. This play needs more space and
a~r than any- city stage can ever proVide and only then this play will get
the kind of participation from the
auqience that it so richly deserves.
Only then the considerable promise of
the play can be really fulfilled.

'.

-PaintIngs From
Rajasthan
.

By AN ART CRITIC

A

glimpse into the architecture and
landscapes of Rajasthan, its
people and their fairs and festivals was
provided by the exhibition entitled
'Paintings of Rajasthan' by Bijoy
Kumar Roy. It was a kind' of tribute
by the artist, embodying a distilled
version of the experiences of his nineyear stay in that land of sun and sand,
poverty and romance.
Of the sixty-tfive exhibits on show
from February 15 to 21 at the
Aca~emy of Firie Arts, twenty-four
were oils and the rest, pastels and
water colours. .To be candid, the
pastels and water colours did not impress one as did oils though a number
of water colours such as Sajjan Garh
and Macchli Mogro II, both of Udaipur, Were striking.
Among the oils, the series of paintings depicting puppets, festivals, etc.,
based on real life and others, representing artistic evocations of mood and
scenes, were easily the most attractive
in the show. All of them had a deepblue background, almost black and
combine mauve, red, green, y~llow,
cobalt blue, etc., with fine effect. Two
other Pilintings, one showing an impressionistic night scene and the other
an architectural painting entitled 'Traditional and Transcedental', showed
skill and competence.

Letters

UF Victory
The Bengal voters have once again
p~oved their maturity, political consCIOusness and wisdom by giving a
fitting 'drub' to the Congress in the
mid-term elections. It is heartening
to note that the arch-conspirators of
the UF Government's fall in 1967
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"Talk8 With Peaking
have suffered a crushing defeat. Sanity
has prevailed and the people have
Mr. Satarkar deserves congratulaavenged the anti-people and repressive policies of the Congress and its tions for his rather frank and bold
game of toppling non-Congress Gov- analysis of the- reasons why our leaders voice a desire for talks with China
ernments in the States.
The victory of the UF is a filliJpto at' regular intervals (J anuary I8) .
the leftist movement in the country It is ·an open secret that India's
dependence
and
reliance
and will have much impact on its abject
future. In spite of the limited scope on fhe USA and the USSR, particuunder our Constitution it may be larly in economic and military mathoped that the UF will live upto the ters, has thoroughly cri(Ppled her
expectations of millions of the down- political manoeuvrability, if not initiatrodden and the under-privileged who tive. The role of the US dollars and
have voted it back to power. It is PL 480 wheat in forcing India to deenough if the UF is sincere in iI:np1e-- value her currency is well known.
But the role of Soviet roubles and
menting its minimum programmelatter given
leave alone its pledges and promises. military hardware-the
The first step towards this is to arrest primarily to 'fight China-is gradually
the growing trend of lay-off and lock- unfolding itself.
However, the irony of the situa.!ion
outs in the industries.
is
that today India is facing much
KANTH
Hyderabad greater displeasure' and pressure, if
not opposition, from the USSR than
Now that the psephologists of all from the US whenever she (India)
hues and varieties-professional,
ama- airs even a vS}indesire for a peaceJul
teur, spurious, genuine-are
having and negotiated settlement of the Sinoa field day I thought that there was no Indian dispute and normalisation of
reason why I should be left behind her relations with China. During last
and alone. I have done my own autumn at least on two occasions-:home grown calculations and have in New Delhi at the Indo-Soviet
discovered that wherever the big men bilateral talks on foreign policy and
(and women) of the Congress have in Moscow when our Defence Minisaddressed meetings in West Bengal, the ter, Mr. Swaran Singh was there--the
Congress has lost. If only they ha<;l Soviets had clearly expressed their
addressed more meetings at more concern in this regard and Mr. Swaran
places they might have been the pall Singh is reported to have assured
bearers for the cremation of the Con- Mr. Kosygin that India has no' immegress as well after helping the patient diate iPlans to probe Chinese willingness to come to a settlement. The
to die peacefully.
R. K. SEN Russians are reported to have told
Calcutta India that in the wake of a Vietnam
settlement and British withdrawal
India would have .to playa key note in
frustrating the "expansionist designs
'~Unconscious Tool"
of Maoist China' and that India can
Hallelujah for The Statesman for' be assured of wholehearted support
and co-operation from the USSR.
being an unwilling and unconsci~s
. The Sino-Indian dispute is a protool in the victory of the UF in Caljection
of the Sino-Soviet conflict and
cutta. But for Toynbee's article and
India
is
still being duped to sacrifice
the trouble that followed there would
not have been such a total swing of her national interests for the sake of
Muslim votes in favour of Ithe UFo the Soviet Union. This is the irony of
The UF specially its big brother, the situation. When will the rulers
should bear no further malice towards of India realise I that ?
this paper.
A
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Two Films'
Mr. Mriganka Sekhar Ray's review
of Raat Aur Din and Kakhono
Meghla (Frontier) January 18) puzzled me. I agree that Raat Aur Din h~s
many flaws-technically
as well' as
thematically);
also that it is not unconventional (though in a way it is-a
Hindi film without a villain and a
hero with Herculean prowess does not
come our way generally).
But in
spite of all this, I think, it is much
better than, and not aSi'nauseating' as,
the average Bombay productions. Of
course Mr. Ray had reasons to be
disappointed. Bed-room scenes in this
lfilm were not as intimate as in, say,
Sathi or for that matter, many other
Hindi films with what he calls instant
entertainment values i Obviously therefore Mr. Ray concludes:
'Pradeep
Kumar draws a blank both as a
caressing lover and as an irate husband I' (Italic mine.Q Critically speaking, Pradeep Kumar has been miscast.
So is the case with Nargis. Both are
too old for the roles they have been
"assigned. But I think, both of them
have acted with a dignity lacking in
their younger contemporaries in Bombay.
Possibly that ex;plains why
Mr. Ray did not like their performance
in a film made in Bombay I
I would not have written this letter
if Mr. 'Ray had not ~me inexplicably
kind words to say about Kakhono
Megh. The irrelevance of the title
apart, the film starts with a ludicrous
murCler scene that could have been
omitted entirely.
The screenplay'
suffers from many credibility gaps
which Mr. Ray conveniently overlooks and then he hastens to say,
though with enormous shrewdness" ...
had it been a bi): more effective technically, Vfe could have had the first
successful comedy-thriller in Bengali
lfilm."
Mr. Roy, as a reviewer, seems more'
keen to snow his ,punditry than to
oblige the readers with good criticism.
ASHITAVA
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iHUNGERff!1

fndia;s poverty is paradoxical. Here, too many people toil to wrest a living from the earth, but the earth
yields far too little. Embarrassed by the richness of resources and the poverty of means to exploit them,
India produces not enough food to feed all of its population.
.
Only large-scale mechanized farming coupled with intensive rural electrification can get the country permanently out of this rut. Rural electrification on a wide scale can bring power to our farmers and help them
grow more food, and attain a new prosperity.
GEC have been playing a key role in making the country's rural electrification programme a success. GEC's
vast reservoir of technical know-how and resources are directed to improve continually all GEC equipment
that are essential to cope with the increasing problems of power distribution and utilisation in rural areas.
During these years, GEC have been called, many times, to participate in the vital nation-building projects that
are helping to change the face of rural India-projects that include the Bhakra Nangal and the Hirakud Dams.
GEC have also played a leading role in successfully implementing the programme of viI/age electrification,
GEC have supplied a large number of transformers, motors, switchgear and pumpsets to help make the
'Grow More Food' campaign a success.
In all these developments one factor remains unchanged-the GEC quality. Installed at India's farms. GEC
quality products are helping to bring the country closer to agricultural self-sufficiency and farm prosperity.
No wonder, they have become the most trusted weapons in the country's fight against hunger

"THE .GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. OF INDIA LIMITED
-
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The.growth in world air traffic was 12 percent in 1968 over 1967.
We did a shade better.
Our corresponding growth in air traffic was 17 percent.
We carried 1.87 million passengers in 1968.
But that's not all.
In 1969 we hope to carry 2 million.
And a't among the lowest fares in the world.
You may think it fantastic.
But it's true.
In fact we even offer an air-ticket for just Rs.7f!
When you fly from Kamalpur to Khowai'
No wonder people talk so much about us nowadays.
We're giving them'a chance to do so.
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IndUlin 'Airlines
The forward looking airline ..
I
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